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are signiﬁcantly different. Area Developers
focus on developing franchise leads, selling
franchises, and supporting those franchisees
once in the system. Good Area Developers
generally have a sales mentality, enjoy
networking, and the excitement of closing
deals. Once a franchisee is brought into
the system, however, Area Developers must
invest time in supporting their franchisee’s
business development. This may require
travel between locations and being oncall to address problems and concerns
from multiple angles. Therefore, an Area
Developer must be a sales person, mentor,
and problem solver.
Additionally, an Area Developer’s role
tends to evolve over time. Initially, when
an Area Developer does not have unit
owners in place, most time will be spent
selling franchises. But as unit owners are
established, the selling function diminishes
and the Area Developer focuses more on
supporting unit franchise owners.
On the other hand, a unit franchise owner
will be delivering the franchisor’s services
to the ultimate end customer. Someone
who has an interest or background in the
franchise concept may ﬁnd this role more
appealing. For example, a person with
culinary skills or restaurant management
experience may want to purchase a
restaurant franchise because he has a desire
to operate his own restaurant.
The role of a unit franchise owner does not
necessarily change over time, but it can. A
successful unit owner may gradually acquire
additional unit territories and thereby
become a multi-unit territory franchisee.
In this role, the franchisee focuses on
managing an operational structure and staff
to carry out the various duties needed to
run the franchised outlets. This would be
a good route for someone who enjoys the
logistics involved with the operations and
management of a business over the ultimate
services.
Another possibility, and one that may be
required by the franchisor, is to do both.

You may feel that your personality would
mesh in either a sales or product delivery
environment. Or, you may ﬁnd that you are
passionate about the brand after spending
time as a franchisee. Hence, you want to
sell and bring others in the system. In some
cases, a franchisor may require an Area
Developer to own a franchise to gain an
understanding of the system, provide quality
support to unit franchisees based on that
understanding, and serve as a model for
those franchisees.

Conclusion
The choice between entering the franchise
world as a unit owner versus an Area
Developer or master franchise is an
individual choice entailing considerations of
capital available to invest, what type of job
functions you prefer, and whether you want
more active or passive long term lifestyle
goals. Hopefully, this article has provided
some insights to help you make the right
choice.

A single-unit franchisee’s revenues are tied to
the fortunes of a single location. A multi-unit
franchisee will have a more diverse portfolio with
risk spread among stronger and weaker outlets.
Long Term Goals and Return on
Investment
Finally, you should consider your long-term
goal and return on investment. A single-unit
franchisee’s revenues are tied to the fortunes
of a single location. A multi-unit franchisee
will have a more diverse portfolio with risk
spread among stronger and weaker outlets.
In either case, the return on investment
will depend on various factors including
location, choice of franchise, and business
acumen.
With an Area Developer or Master
Franchise territory, the long term goal is
often more passive. Obviously, because
the Area Developer’s income rests largely
on the success of its franchisees, you will
still need to do some coaching of your
unit franchisees. But as they become
more seasoned, they will need less and
less assistance. Your role will transition
into a semi-passive form of an investment
income stream. Further, like the multi-unit
franchisee, income among the franchisees in
your territory diversiﬁes the investment.
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